Mass vaccination in pandemics or outbreaks can magnify the challenges of standard vaccination operations. For example, vaccines may be administered in nontraditional settings by nontraditional vaccine providers. Supplies may be limited. That’s why it’s critical to report accurate data. Inaccurate data can misinform response efforts, endanger vaccine recipients, and introduce inefficiencies into pandemic operations and the vaccine supply chain.

Two-dimensional (2D) barcodes are found on most vaccines. Healthcare providers can use these to track vaccine products and capture accurate and complete data when a vaccine is administered. If scanning equipment and software are available, then scanning 2D barcodes on individual vaccine products for data entry can reduce some manual data entry challenges during mass vaccination.

2D scanning offers the following benefits to healthcare providers:

- Increases completeness and accuracy of lot number, expiration date, and National Drug Code recorded into an electronic medical record (EMR).
- Increases safety through EMR alerts (where available) to verify the product, validate the vaccine schedule, and check for contraindications, expired vaccines, and allergies.
- Expedites inventory entry and vaccine administration processes.

Additional Resources:
- Two-Dimensional Vaccine Barcodes: additional information on vaccine 2D barcode scanning
- Guidelines for Large-Scale Influenza Vaccination Clinic Planning: guidance on mass vaccination clinic setup
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